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topology of L1-type, whereas the accessory problems are coercive in a weakertopology of L2-type. Hence the natural topology in which the solutions toaccessory problems are stable is L2, while to apply Robinson's theorem we needL1-stability.In case of control-constrained problems for ODEs, stability in L2 can bestrenghtened to L1 using Pontryagin's maximum principle. In that step, thecrucial point is that the solutions of state and adjoint equations are uniformlybounded functions of time. The situation is much more delicate for PDEs, whereweak solution are not necessarily bounded.Some L2-stability results were obtained for convex distributed control prob-lems in papers on sensitivity analysis ( see, e.g.,[14, 21]). Moreover, estimatesof this type were derived for numerical approximations of convex distributedcontrol problems by discretization methods. Here, the perturbation parameteris the underlying mesh size. We refer to [23] and to the references therein. Quitea few papers have been devoted to H�older estimates in spaces of type L2 or L1.We should mention, for instance, [19] and [22] where such estimates for inverseproblems with respect to data perturbations were obtained. Auxiliary H�olderstability results were derived for the convergence analysis of SQP methods [2],[11], [12].Recently, an important step was done in [24], where new regularity resultsfor parabolic equations, due to Casas [5] and Raymond and Zidani [17], wereused to get L1-stability for linear-quadratic optimal control problems.In the present paper, the results of [24] together with Robinson's theoremare used to derive L1 stability of solutions to a class of parametric optimalcontrol problems for semilinear parabolic equations.It is important to evaluate how far su�cient conditions are from necessaryones. Using the approach proposed in [9], it is shown that the obtained su�cientstability conditions are also necessary, provided that the dependence of the dataon the parameter is su�ciently strong. Thus, we derived a characterization ofthe Lipschitz stability property.The organization of the paper is the following. In Section 2 we recall someneeded regularity results for parabolic equations and formulate the class of op-timal control problems to be studied. In Section 3 the application of Robinson'simplicit function theorem in stability analysis is recalled. In Section 4 the re-sults of [24] are used to get conditions of Lipschitz stability for the accessoryproblems. Su�cient conditions of local Lipschitz continuity of solutions to theoriginal nonlinear problems are derived in Section 5, while the necessity of theseconditions is discussed in Section 6.2 PreliminariesLet H be the Banach space of parameters endowed with the norm k � kH andG � H a bounded open set of feasible parameters. For any h 2 G consider the2



following semilinear parabolic initial-boundary value problemyt(x; t) +Ay(x; t) + a(x; t; y(x; t); u(x; t); h) = 0 in Q;@�y(x; t) + b(x; t; y; h) = 0 in �;y(x; 0)� �(x) = 0 in 
: (2.1)Here, A is the elliptic di�erential operatorAy := � NXi;j=1Dj (aijDi y)with su�ciently smooth coe�cients aij = aij(x) satisfying the condition ofsymmetry aij = aji. This equation is considered in Q = 
 � (0; T ), where
 � IRN (N � 2) is a bounded domain with boundary @
 = �, � = �� (0; T )and T > 0 is a �xed time. By @� the co-normal derivative of y at � is denoted,where � is the outward normal to �. Thus we have@�y := Xi;j=1aij�iDjy:By h�; �i we shall denote the inner product in IRN . The function u stands for adistributed control, while � is a �xed initial state function. Following Casas [5]and Raymond and Zidani [17] we assume the following properties of the data:(A1) � is of class C2;� for some � 2 (0; 1]. A is uniformly elliptic (see, e.g.,the de�nition given in [5]). Its coe�cients aij belong to C1;�(�
).(A2) The distributed nonlinearity a = a(x; t; y; u; h) is a real-valued functionde�ned on Q � IR2 � H and satis�es the following Carath�eodory typecondition:(i) For all (y; u; h) 2 IR2 � H, a(�; �; y; u; h) and its �rst- and second or-der derivatives ay; au; ayy; ayu; auu (all depending on (�; �; y; u; h)) areLebesgue measurable on Q.(ii) For almost all (x; t) 2 Q; a(x; t; �; �; �) is twice continuously di�eren-tiable with respect to (y; u) 2 IR2 on IR2 � G.Throughout the paper, the control u and the perturbation h are uniformlybounded by a certain constant K.(A3) The function a ful�ls the assumptions of boundedness(i) ja(x; t; 0; u; h)j � aK(x; t) 8(x; t) 2 Q; juj � K;h 2 G; (2.2)where aK 2 Lq(Q) and q > N2 + 1. There is a number c0 2 IR, anda non-decreasing function � : IR+ ! IR+ such thatc0 � ay(x; t; y; u; h)� �(jyj) (2.3)3



for a.e. (x; t) 2 Q; all y 2 IR; all juj � K , h 2 G.(ii) The Lipschitz conditionja(x; t; y1; u1; h1)� a(x; t; y2; u2; h2)j+ jDa(x; t; y1; u1; h1)�Da(x; t; y2; u2; h2)j+ jD2 a(x; t; y1; u1; h1)�D2 a(x; t; y2; u2; h2)j� LK (jy1 � y2j+ ju1 � u2j+ kh1 � h2kH) (2.4)is ful�lled for almost all (x; t) 2 Q, all jyij � K, juij � K, i = 1; 2,and all h 2 G.Here, D and D2 stand for gradient and Hessian matrix with respectto the variables (y; u), while j � j is used to denote Euclidean normsof real numbers, 2-vectors and 2� 2-matrices.(A4) The boundary nonlinearity b = b(x; t; y; h) is a real-valued function de-�ned on � � IR � H. It is assumed to satisfy a Carath�eodory type con-dition and boundedness assumptions analogously to (A2), (A3). Theseconditions are obtained substituting � by Q and deleting u in (A2), (A3).A weak solution of (2.1) is understood as a function y 2 L2(0; T ;H1(
)) \C(Q) such thatRQ (� y � pt + hrxy;rxpi)dxdt+ RQ a(x; t; y; u; h) p dxdt++ R� b(x; t; y; h) p dSdt� R
 �(x)p(x; 0)dx = 0 (2.5)holds for all p 2 W 1;12 (Q) satisfying p(x; T ) = 0. The following theorem is aconclusion of a more general result proved in [5] or [17].Theorem 2.1 Suppose that (A1)-(A4) are satis�ed, � 2 C(
), u 2 L1(Q).Then the system (2.1) has a unique weak solutiony 2 L2(0; T ;H1(
)) \C(Q): 3Let us introduce the following spacesW (0; T ) = fy 2 L2(0; T ;H1(
)) j yt 2 L2(0; T ; (H1(
))0)g;W s := fy 2W (0; T )jyt + Ay 2 Ls(Q); @�y 2 Ls(�); y(0) 2 C(
)gZs = W s � Ls(Q): (2.6)The space Zs is used for elements � = (y; u), while adjoint states p belongto W s. In W s, we shall use the normkykWs = kyt + AykLs(Q) + k@�ykLs(�) + ky(0)kC(
):4



For s > maxfN=2 + 1; N + 1g, this space is continuously embedded into C(Q).This follows from [5] and [17]. By the de�nition of the norm inW s, the operatorsyt+Ay and @�y are continuous fromW s to Ls(Q) and Ls(�), respectively. Thisfact will be used in the de�nition of the generalized equation at the end of thissection. The normal trace is de�ned, for instance, as in Casas [5].For each h 2 G consider the following optimal control problem(Ph) Find �h := (yh; uh) 2 Z1 such thatJh(�h) = min� Jh(�)subject to (2.1) and to the pointwise control constraintsra(x; t) � u(x; t) � rb(x; t) a.e on Q; (2.7)where Jh(�) := Jh(y; u) := ZQ  (x; t; y; u; h) dxdt: (2.8)We assume:(A5) The real-valued function  satis�es the assumptions (A2), (A3) imposedon a, except the growth condition (2.3).(A6) The functions ra and rb are of class L1(Q) and a constant d > 0 existssuch that rb(x; y) � ra(x; t) � d a.e. on Q: (2.9)Let us introduce the Hamiltonian H = H(x; t; y; u; p; h) : IRN+4 �G! IR;H =  (x; t; y; u; h)� p � a(x; t; y; u; h) (2.10)and the Lagrangian L : W1 � L1(Q)�W (0; T )� G! IRL(y; u; p; h) := RQH(y; u; p; h) dxdt� R� p � b(y; h) dSdt�� R
 p(0)(y(0) � �(x))dx� RQ(yt + Ay) p dxdt: (2.11)Assume:(A7) For a �xed reference value h0 2 G of the parameter there exists a solution�0 = (y0; u0) := (yh0 ; uh0) 2 Z1 of (Ph0 ) and an associated adjoint statep0 := ph0 2 Y1 such that the following �rst order necessary optimalityconditions hold:DyL(y0; u0; p0; ; h0) y = 0 for all y 2 W1; (2.12)DuL(y0; u0; p0; h0)(u� u0) == ZQ DuH(y0; u0; p0; h0)(u� u0) dxdt � 0 for all u 2 U ;(2.13)5



where U := fu 2 L1(Q) j ra(x; t) � u(x; t) � rb(x; t)g (2.14)is the set of feasible controls.In the sequel, to simplify notation, the subscript 0 will be used to denote thata given function is evaluated at the reference solution, e.g., H0 := H(x; t; y0; u0;p0; h0).Condition (2.12) yields the adjoint equation�(p0)t(x; t) + Ap0(x; t) = DyH(x; t; y0; u0; p0; h0) in Q;@�p0(x; t) + Dyb(x; t; y0; h0) p0(x; t) = 0 in �;p0(x; T ) = 0 in 
:(2.15)Without loss of generality we can assume� = 0: (2.16)De�ne the spaces:W s0 := fy 2W s j y(0) = 0g; W sT := fp 2W s j p(T ) = 0g;X := W1T � L1(Q)�W10 ;� := L1(Q) � L1(�) � L1(Q)� L1(Q)� L1(�): (2.17)Introduce the normal cone operator N of the feasible set U :N (u) = � � 2 fL1(Q) j RQ �(v � u) dxdt � 0 8v 2 Ug if u 2 U ;; if u 62 U :(2.18)Using (2.18), the optimality system consisting of (2.12), (2.13) as well as of (2.1)and (2.7) can be expressed in the form of the following generalized equation0 2 F(�0; h0) + T (�0); (2.19)where � = (y; u; p), while F : X �G! � and T : X ! 2�, are, respectively, afunction and a set valued mapping with closed graph, given byF(�; h) = 266664 �pt + Ap�DyH(y; u; p; h) in Q@�p+ Dyb(y; h) p in �DuH(y; u; p; h) in Qyt + Ay + a(y; u; h) in Q@�y + b(y; h) in � 377775 ; (2.20)T = [f0g; f0g;N (u); f0g;f0g]>: (2.21)6



3 Application of an abstract implicit functiontheoremThe problem that we are interested in can be formulated as follows:Find conditions under which there exists a neighborhoodG0 � Hof h0 such that for each h 2 G0 there is a locally unique solution�h = (yh; uh; ph) of the generalized equation0 2 F(�; h) + T (�); (3.1)where (yh; uh) is a local solution of (Ph), and �h is a Lipschitzcontinuous function of h.To solve this problem, we are going to apply to (3.1), in a standard way, an ab-stract implicit function theorem for generalized equations [18, 7]. Note that, byour assumptions, F is Fr�echet di�erentiable. Along with (3.1), let us introducethe following generalized equation, obtained from (3.1) by linearization and byperturbation of F :� 2 F(�0; h0) +D�F(�0; h0)(� � �0) + T (�); (3.2)where � 2 �:We will denote by BX� (x0) := fx 2 X j kx � x0kX � �g the closed ball ofradius � around x0 in a Banach space X.Our su�ciency analysis is based on the followingRobinson's abstract implicitfunction theorem (see, Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2 in [18]):Theorem 3.1 If(j) there exist �1 > 0 and �2 > 0 such that, for each � 2 B��1(0) there is aunique in BX�2 (�0) solution to (3.2), which is Lipschitz continuous in �,then(jj) there exist �1 > 0 and �2 > 0 such that, for each h 2 BH�1 (h0) there is aunique in BX�2 (�0) solution to (3.1), which is Lipschitz continuous in h.3Verifying necessity of the derived su�cient conditions of Lipschitz continuity,we will consider a special situation, where the dependence upon the parameterin (3.1) is strong in the following sense:H = H0 ��; where H0 is an arbitrary Banach space andF(�; h) = F0(�; h0) + h1; with h0 2 H0 and h1 2 �: (3.3)The next theorem follows from Theorem 3 in [10]:7



Theorem 3.2 If (3.3) holds, then (jj) implies (j). 3Theorem 3.1 allows to deduce existence, local uniqueness and Lipschitz conti-nuity of solutions to (3.1) from the same properties of the solutions to the lineargeneralized equation (3.2). In general, these last properties are much easier toverify than the original ones.Let � = (�g;�d) 2 � (3.4)be a vector of perturbations, where�g = (�gQ;�gu;�g�) 2 (L1(Q))2 � L1(�);�d = (�dQ;�d�) 2 L1(Q)� L1(�):Recall that the subscript 0 will be used to denote that a given function isevaluated at the reference solution. In view of (2.20) and (2.21), the generalizedequation (3.2) takes on the form(LO�) �qt +Aq + a0y q = g0Q + �gQ +D2yyH0 z + D2yuH0v;@�q + b0y q = g0� + �g� � p0 �D2yyb0z; (3.5)D2uyH0 z +D2uuH0v � a0u q � g0u ��gu 2 N (u); (3.6)zt + Az + a0y z = d0Q + �dQ � a0u v;@�z + b0y z = d0� + �d�; (3.7)wherea0y = Dy a(y0; u0; h0); a0u = Dua(y0; u0; h0); b0y = Dyb(y0; u0; h0);g0Q = Dy (y0; u0; h0)�D2yyH0y0 �D2yuH0u0;g0� = p0 �D2yyb(y0; h0)y0;g0u = �Du (y0; u0; h0) + D2uyH0 y0 +D2uuH0u0;d0Q = �a(y0; u0; h0) +Dya(y0; u0; h0) y0 +Dua(y0; u0; h0)u0;d0� = �b(y0; h0) +Dyb(y0; h0) y0: (3.8)An inspection shows that (LO�) constitutes an optimality system for the fol-lowing linear-quadratic accessory problem(QP�) Find �� := (z�; v�) 2 Z1 that minimizesI�(�) = 12 (�;D2��L0�) + RQ(g0Q + �gQ)z dxdt+ RQ(g0u + �gu)v dxdt++ R�(g0� + �g�) z dSdt (3.9)subject tozt +Az + a0y z = d0Q + �dQ � a0u v in Q@�z + b0y z = d0� + �d� in �z(0) = 0 in 
; (3.10)andra � v � rb in Q; (3.11)8



where the quadratic form in the cost functional I�(�) is de�ned on Z2 � Z2 by(�1; D2��L0�2) = RQ[z1; v1] � D2yyH0 D2yuH0D2uyH0 D2uuH0 � � z2v2 � dxdt++ R� z1p0 �D2yyb0z2 dSdt: (3.12)Certainly, the reference solution (y0; u0) together with the associated adjointstate p0 constitutes a solution of (LO0) i.e., a stationary point for (QP0).4 Lipschitz stability for accessory problemsIn this section, conditions are derived under which the solutions to (LO�), i.e.,stationary points of (QP�), are locally Lipschitz continuous functions of theparameter �.For any � � 0 let us introduce the setsI� = f(x; t) 2 Q j DuH0(x; t) > �g; J� = f(x; t) 2 Q j �DuH0(x; t) > �g:(4.1)Moreover, de�ne the mapping C�0 : W 20 � L2(Q) ! U2� := L2(Q) � L2(�) �L2(I� [ J�) C�0 � := 0@ zt + Az + a0y z + a0u v in Q@�z + b0y z in �v in I� [ J� 1A : (4.2)Assume(AC) (Coercivity) There exist � > 0 and  > 0 such that(�;D2��L0�) �  k�k22 for all � 2 ker C�0 ; (4.3)where k�k22 := (kzk2W (0;T ) + kvk2L2(Q)).De�ne the following modi�cation (gQP�) of problem (QP�), where the in-equality constraints are modi�ed.(gQP �) Find e�� := (ez� ; ev�) 2 Z1 which minimizesI�(�) subject to (3.10 ) and to~ra(x; t) � v(x; t) � ~rb(x; t) a.e. on Q (4.4)(4.5)where ~ra = � ra on Q n J�rb on J� ; ~rb = � rb on Q n I�ra on I� :9



This choice of ~ra; ~rb yields ~ra = ~rb = u0 on I� [ J�.Problem (gQP�) coincides with the quadratic problem considered in [24], andby Theorem 4.6 in that paper we get:Proposition 4.1 Let (A1)-(A7) and (AC) hold, then for any � 2 �, problem(gQP�) has a unique solution e�� = (ez�; ev�; ) 2 Z1 and a unique associated adjointstate eq� 2W1. Moreover, there exists a constant c > 0 such thatkez�0 � ez�00kC( �Q); kev�0 � ev�00kL1(Q); keq�0 � eq�00kC( �Q) � c k�0 � �00k�: (4.6)3Remark 4.2 Assumption (2.9) is not needed to get (4.6). It will be used inSection 6 in deriving necessary conditions of Lipschitz continuity. 3We are going to show that for � su�ciently small (ez� ; ev�; eq�) is a stationarypoint of (QP�), i.e., it satis�es (LO�). Since the state equation (3.5) and theadjoint equation (3.7) are satis�ed, it is enough to show that the variationalinequality (3.6) holds. Note that, for � = 0 we have (ez0; ev0) = (y0; u0); eq0 = p0and the linearized generalized equation (3.2) reduces to the original nonlinearone (2.19). In particular, it follows from (2.20) and (3.6) thatD2uyH0(x; t)ez0(x; t) + D2uuH0(x; t)ev0(x; t) + a0u(x; t)eq0(x; t)� g0u(x; t) == DuH0(x; t):Hence, by (4.1) we haveD2uyH0(x; t)ez0(x; t) + D2uuH0(x; t)ev0(x; t)++a0u(x; t)eq0(x; t)� g0u(x; t)� > � for (x; t) 2 I�;< �� for (x; t) 2 J�;and in view of (4.6), for any � 2 B�� (0), with � > 0 su�ciently small, we obtainD2uyH0(x; t)ez�(x; t) + D2uuH0(x; t)ev�(x; t) + a0u(x; t)eq�(x; t)��g0u(x; t)��gu(x; t) � > �2 for (x; t) 2 I�;< ��2 for (x; t) 2 J�: (4.7)It can be easily seen that by (4.7) condition (3.6) is satis�ed, i.e.,(ez� ; ev�; eq�) = (z� ; v�; q�) (4.8)is a stationary point for (QP�).Let us denote & = �2 , then each stationary point �� := (z� ; v�; q�) 2 BX& (�0)of (QP�) is a stationary point of (gQP �). Hence, by the uniqueness of stationarypoints of (gQP �), we arrive at: 10



Theorem 4.3 If conditions (A1)-(A7) and (AC) hold, then there exist con-stants � > 0 and & > 0 such that for each � 2 B�� (0) there is a unique in BX& (�0)stationary point (z� ; v�; q�) 2 Z1 � Y 1of (QP�). Moreover, there exists a constant c > 0 such thatkz�0 � z�00kC( �Q); kv�0 � v�00kL1(Q); kq�0 � q�00kC( �Q) � c k�0 � �00k�; (4.9)for all �0; �00 2 B�� (0). 3Note that in view of (4.1) condition (AC) constitutes su�cient optimality con-dition for (QP�). Hence we obtain:Corollary 4.4 If (AC) holds, then for � 2 B�� (0), (z� ; v�) in Theorem 4.3 isa locally unique solution of (QP�) and q� is the associated adjoint state. 35 Lipschitz stability for nonlinear problems:su�ciencyIn this section, su�cient conditions of Lipschitz stability of the solutions tothe original nonlinear problem (Ph) are derived. The proof will be based onTheorem 3.1 as well as on the results of Section 4. Applying Theorem 3.1 tothe generalized equation (2.19) and using Theorem 4.3 we obtain:Theorem 5.1 If (A1)-(A7) and (AC) hold, then there exist constants �1 > 0,�2 > 0 and ` > 0 with the following property: for each h 2 BH�1 (h0) there existsa unique in BZ1�W1�2 (�0) stationary point �h = (yh; uh; ph) of (Ph) andkyh0 � yh00kC( �Q); kuh0 � uh00kL1(Q); kph0 � ph00kC( �Q) � ` kh0 � h00kH ; (5.1)for all h0; h00 2 BH�1 (h0). 3Now we are going to show that (yh; uh) is a local solution of (Ph). As in caseof the reference point, the subscript h will denote that the relevant function isevaluated at �h. In particular(�1; D2��Lh�2) = RQ[y1; u1] � D2yyHh D2yuHhD2uyHh D2uuHh � � y2u2 � dxdt++ R� z1 ph �D2yybhz2 dSdt: (5.2)C�h : W 20 � L2(Q) ! U2�;C�h � := 0@ yt +Ay + ahy y + ahu u in Q@�y + bhy y in �u in I� [ J� 1A : (5.3)11



Lemma 5.2 If (AC) holds, then there exist constants " > 0 and � > 0 suchthat (�;D2��Lh�) � 2k�k22 holds for all � 2 ker C�h ; (5.4)provided that ky0 � yhkC( �Q) + ku0 � uhkL1(Q) � " and h 2 BH� (h0). 3Proof Let � = (y; u) 2 ker C�h be given and de�ne e� = (ey; u), where ey 2 W 20 isthe solution to eyt + Aey + a0y ey + a0u u = 0@�ey + b0y ey = 0ey(0) = 0:Notice that e� 2 ker C�0 , hence (e�;D2��L0e�) �  ke�k22. Thanks to Theorem 5.1and the Lipschitz properties of a; b; there is a L > 0 such thatmaxfka0y � ahykL1(Q); ka0u � ahukL1(Q); kb0y � bhykL1(�)g � L ("+ �): (5.5)and j(�; (D2��Lh �D2��L0)�)j � c L (" + �) k�k22: (5.6)Moreover, w = y � ey solveswt +Aw + a0y w = (a0y � ahy) y + (a0u � ahu)u;@�w + b0y w = (b0y � bhy ) y;w(0) = 0:Now the L2-theory of parabolic equations yields the existence of a constantC > 0, independent of y; u; h, such thatkwkW (0;T ) = ky � eykW (0;T ) � C ("+ �) (kykL2(Q) + kukL2(Q))� c (" + �) k�k2:Therefore, for any � 2 ker C�h there exists e� 2 ker C�0 such thatk� � e�k2 � c ("+ �) k�k2: (5.7)Condition (5.4) follows easily from (5.6), (5.7) by a standard argument. 2Lemma 5.3 For �1 > 0 su�ciently small, there exist constants e� > 0 and e > 0such that for all h 2 BH�1 (h0) we haveJh(�) � Jh(�h) + ek� � �hk22for all feasible � such that k� � �hkZ1 � e�; (5.8)i.e., in view of Theorem 5.1, �h is a, locally isolated in Z1, local solution of(Ph). 3Proof This result can be shown using the same arguments as in the proofof the abstract Theorem 1 in [8]. We refer also to the detailed discussion of ananalogous result in the case of elliptic boundary control in [6]. The statementof our Theorem can be derived in exactly the same way. Therefore, we omit thecorresponding lengthy and tedious estimates. 212



6 Lipschitz stability for nonlinear problems:necessityIn this section, we are going to show that (AC) is not only a su�cient but alsoa necessary condition of local Lipschitz continuity of solutions to (Ph), providedthat the dependence of data upon the parameter h is su�ciently strong, in thesense that (3.3) holds.Let us start with some preliminary results. Introduce the mappingSh : L2(Q) ! L2(Q)� L2(�);Shv = (SQh ;S�h ) = (z; zj�); (6.1)given by the solution of the following boundary value problemzt +Az + ahyz + ahuv = 0 in Q;@�z + bhyz = 0 in �;z(0) = 0 in 
: (6.2)The mapping Sh : L2(Q) ! L2(Q) � L2(�) is compact. This property isobtained by the following arguments: SQh is continuous from L2(Q) to W (0; T ).Therefore, the linear mappings v 7! z and v 7! zt are bounded from L2(Q)to L2(0; T ;H1(
)) and L2(0; T ;H1(
)0), respectively. We have the inclusionsH1(
) := B0 � L2(
) � B1 := H1(
)0, where the embedding B0 � L2(
) iscompact. A well known result by Aubin [3] yields that SQh : L2(Q) ! L2(Q)is compact. The embedding B0 � B := H3=4(
) is compact as well, andB0 � B � B1. Applying Aubin's result again, we �nd that the mappingv 7! z is compact from L2(Q) to L2(0; T ;H3=4(
)). The trace operator z 7! zj�is continuous from L2(0; T ;H3=4(
)) to L2(0; T ;H1=2(�)). This implies thecompactness of v 7! zj� from L2(Q) to L2(0; T ;H1=2(�)) � L2(�), so that S�his compact, too.On the other hand by recent results of Raymond and Zidani (see, Theorem3.1 in [17]) we haveSh is bounded from Lr(Q) into L1(Q)� L1(�); for r > N2 + 1: (6.3)It follows from (5.3) and (6.2) that � = (z; v) 2 ker C�h if and only if� = (SQh v; v); with v 2 V 2; (6.4)where V p := fv 2 Lp(Q) j v(x; t) = 0 a:e: on I� [ J�g; p 2 [1;1]: (6.5)By (2.11) and (6.4), for any � = (z; v) 2 ker C�h we have(�;D2��L(�h; ph; h)�) = (v; (Kh + D2uuH(�h ; ph; h)) v)V 2 ; (6.6)13



where D2uuH(�h ; ph; h) : L2(Q) ! L2(Q) is the linear mapping given by(D2uuH(�h; ph; h)v)(x; t) = D2uuH(x; t; �h(x; t); ph(x; t); h)u(x; t)and Kh : V 2 ! V 2;(Khu)(x; t) = [(SQh )�(D2yyH(�h; ph; h) � SQh u) + 2D2yuH(�h ; ph; h) � (SQh u)++(S�h )�(D2yyb(zh; h) � S�h u)](x; t) a.e. on Q n (I� [ J�); (6.7)Note that (AC) is equivalent to the condition that the quadratic form (6.6) iscoercive at h = h0.In our further analysis we will require that the abstract condition (3.3) holds.In view of (2.20), condition (3.3) is satis�ed if the following strong dependencecondition holds(SD) H = H0 � L1(Q)� L1(�) � L1(Q) ��L1(Q)� L1(�) (6.8)andJh(�) == ZQ( (x; t; y; u; h0) + y(x; t)h1(x; t) + u(x; t)h3(x; t)) dxdt++ Z� y(x; t)h2(x; t) dSdt; (6.9)yt +Ay + a(y; u; h0) + h4 = 0;@�y + b(y; h0) + h5 = 0; (6.10)whereh0 2 H0; h1 2 L1(Q); h2 2 L1(�); h3 2 L1(Q);h4 2 L1(Q); h5 2 L1(�):We assume that (jj) in Theorem 3.1 holds, where the solution �h = (yh; uh; ph)to (3.1) corresponds to a local solution (yh; uh) of (Ph) and the associatedadjoint state ph. In other words, we assume the L1-Lipschitz stability of localsolutions of (Ph) and the associated adjoint states with respect to the parameter.We would like to show that this Lipschitz stability implies that (AC) holds,provided that (SD) is satis�ed. The idea of the proof is very similar to that in[9]. It uses Theorem 3.2 and it is based on a construction of a small perturbationof the reference value h0 of the parameter, such that, in a neighborhood of theperturbed value bh of h0, the constraints in the problems (Ph) can be treated asbeing of equality type.We proceed in a similar way as in [9]. In view of (6.8)- (6.10), the �rst orderoptimality conditions for (Ph) can be written in the form:14



�pt(x; t) + Ap(x; t)�DyH(x; t; y(x; t); u(x; t); p(x; y); h0)��h1(x; t) = 0 in Q;@�p(x; t) +Dyb(x; t; y(x; t); h0) � h2(x; t) = 0 in �;p(x; T ) = 0 in 
: (6.11)(DuH(x; t; y(x; t); u(x; t); p(x; t); h0) + h3(x; t))(v � u(x; t)) � 0for all v 2 [ra(x; t); rb(x; t)] and a.a. (x; t) 2 Q: (6.12)Let h0 = (h00; h10; h20; h30; h40; h50) be the reference value of the parameter. De-�ne the following set:K = f(x; t) 2 Q j v0(x; t) � 12(ra(x; t) + rb(x; t))g:Let us choose any � < �12 and � < minf�2; dg, where �1; �2 and d are given in(jj) of Theorem 3.1, and in (A6), respectively. Introduce the following variations�u and �h of the reference control u0 and parameter h0, respectively:�u(x; t) =8<: 0 on I� [ J�;� on K n I�;�� on [Q nK] n J�; (6.13)�h1 = DyH(y0; u0; p0; h00)�DyH(y0; u0 + �u; p0; h00);�h3 = � �DuH(y0; u0 + �u; p0; h00)� h30 on Q n (I� [ J�);0 on I� [ J�;�h4 = a(y0; u0; h00) � a(y0; u0 + �u; h00);�h0 = 0; �h2 = 0; �h5 = 0: (6.14)Note that �h3 is chosen in such a way that (6.12) is satis�ed at ubh = u0+�u.On (I� [ J�) it is satis�ed for �h3(t) = 0, since �u(t) = 0 on that set. OnQn (I�[J�) we put DuH(y0; u0+�u; p0; h00)+bh3 = DuH(y0; u0+�u; p0; h00)+h30 + �h3 = 0, i.e., �h30 = �DuH(y0; u0 + �u; p0; h00)� h30.Let us denote bh = h0 + �h. A simple calculation shows that�bh := (ybh; ubh; pbh) := (y0; u0 + �u; p0) (6.15)is a solution of the optimality system (6.10)-(6.12), i.e., of the generalized equa-tion (2.19) with h0 substituted by bh.Note that, in view of (6.13), the control constraints for ubh are active on theset I� [ J� and they are nonactive with the margin � > 0 on the complementof this set:ubh(x; t)8<: = ra(x; t) on I�;= rb(x; t) on J�;2 [ra(x; t) + �; rb(x; t)� �] on Q n (I� [ J�): (6.16)15



Moreover, in view of (4.1), (6.13) and (6.14)DuH(x; t; ybh(x; t); ubh(x; t); pbh(x; t);bh0) + bh3 == DuH(x; t; y0(x; t); u0(x; t) + �u; p0(x; t); h00) + h03= DuH(x; t; y0(x; t); u0(x; t); p0(x; t); h00) + h03� > � on I�;< �� on J�: (6.17)Lemma 6.1 For � > 0 and � > 0 su�ciently small(�;D2��L(�bh; pbh;bh)�) � 0 for all � 2 ker C�bh : (6.18)3Proof Since j �DuH(y0; u0 + �u; p0; h00) � h30j �� jDuH(y0; u0; p0; h00) �DuH(y0; u0 + �u; p0; h00)j++j �DuH(y0; u0; p0; h00) � h30j;then, in view of (6.14),j�h3(x; t)j � jDuH(y0; u0; p0; h00)�DuH(y0; u0 + �u; p0; h00)jon Q n (I� [ J�):Hence, it follows from (6.13) and (6.14) that, shrinking � > 0 if necessary, weget bh 2 BH�1 (h0), i.e., (ybh; ubh) is a locally unique solution of (Pbh) and pbh is theassociated adjoint state.Note that, in view of (6.16), the constraints (2.7) in (Pbh) can be locallytreated as equality type constraints:ubh(x; t)8<: = ra(x; t) on I�;= rb(x; t) on J�;free on Q n (I� [ J�); (6.19)in the sense that, for any �u, such thatj�u(x; t)j� = 0 on I� [ J�;� � on Q n (I� [ J�); (6.20)the control function u = ubh + �u is feasible for (Pbh). In particular, (2.13)together with (6.20) impliesDuH(x; t; ybh(x; t); ubh(x; t); pbh(x; t);bh0) + bh3 = 0 on Q n (I� [ J�): (6.21)16



Let � = (y; u) be feasible for (Pbh), where u = ubh + �u, and �u is anyincrement satisfying (6.20). Using standard perturbation results for parabolicequations and the notation (6.1), (6.2) we �nd thaty = ybh + �y + o(�y);where �y = Sbh�u and ko(�y)kL2k�ykL2 ! 0 as k�ykC( �Q) ! 0: (6.22)By (6.4) and (6.22) �� = (�y;�u) 2 ker C�bh : (6.23)Using the second order Taylor expansion at �bh and taking advantage of necessaryoptimality conditions (2.12) and (6.21) as well as of (6.22) we get0 � Jbh(�) � Jbh(�bh) = L(�bh + ��; pbh;bh)� L(�bh; pbh;bh) == (��;D2��L(�bh; pbh;bh)��) + r(��); (6.24)where jr(��)jk��kZ2 ! 0 as k��kZ1 ! 0:Passing to the limit in (6.24) and using (6.23) we obtain(��;D2��L(�bh; pbh;bh)��) � 0 for all �� 2 f� 2 ker C�bh j �u 2 V1g:By density of the embedding V1 � V 2 we arrive at (6.18). 2Lemma 6.2 If (j) holds with a Lipschitz constant ` > 0, thenk(Kbh +D2uuH(�bh; pbh;bh))vkV1 � `�1kvkV1 : (6.25)3Proof Let us introduce the generalized equation (cLO�) analogous to (LO�),which is the linearization of the optimality system (2.19) evaluated at (�bh;bh)rather than at (�0; h0). For � = 0, (cLO0) has a locally unique solution(b�0; bq0) = (�bh; pbh): (6.26)Moreover, it follows from Theorem 3.2 that there exists �3 > 0, such that, for all� 2 B��3 (0) there exists a locally unique solution (b��; bq�) := (bz�; bv�; bq�) of (cLO�),which is Lipschitz continuous with modulus `.Note that by (6.16) and (6.26)bv0(x; t)8<: = ra(x; t) on I�;= rb(x; t) on J�;2 [ra(x; t) + �; rb(x; t)� �] on Q n (I� [ J�): (6.27)17



On the other hand by (3.6), (3.8), (6.17) and (6.26)D2uyHbh bz0 + D2uuH0bv0 � abhu bq0 � gbhu � > � on I�;< �� on J�: (6.28)In view of the Lipschitz continuity of (bz� ; bv�; bq�) around (bz0;bv0; bq0), we can shrink�3 > 0 so thatbv�(x; t) 2 [ra(x; t) + �2 ; rb(x; t)� �2 ] on Q n (I� [ J�)andD2uyHbh bz0 +D2uuH0bv0 � abhu bq0 � gbhu � �gu� > �2 on I�;< ��2 on J�: (6.29)for all � = (�gQ;�g�;�gu;�dQ;�d�) 2 B��3 (0).In the same way as in (6.19) and in (6.21), relations (6.29) imply that, forall � 2 B��3 (0) we havebv�(x; t)� = ra(x; t) on I�;= rb(x; t) on J�; (6.30)D2uyHbh bz0 + D2uuH0bv0 � abhu bq0 � gbhu ��gu = 0 on Q n (I� [ J�):(6.31)Let us use (3.7) and (3.5) to �nd bz� and bq� as functions of bv� and substituteto (6.31). Taking advantage of de�nitions (6.1) and (6.7), after straightforwardbut tedious calculations we obtain(Kbh +D2uuH(�bh; pbh;bh))bv� = s(�gQ;�g�;�dQ;�d�) + �gu;in V1; (6.32)where s(�; �; �; �) is an a�ne function. By (j), equation (6.32) has a uniquesolution for any � = (�gQ;�g�;�gu;�dQ;�d�) 2 B��3 (0). Putting � =(0; 0;�gu; 0; 0) we obtain from (6.32)(Kbh + D2uuH(�bh; pbh;bh))(bv� � bv0) = �gu:Since by (j), the unique solution (bv� � bv0) to this equation is a Lipschitz con-tinuous function of �gu with modulus `, we arrive at (6.25). 2Lemma 6.3 If (6.25) holds, thenjD2uuH(�bh(x; t); pbh(x; t);bh)j � `�1 for a.a. (x; t) 2 Q n (I� [ J�): (6.33)3Proof Suppose that (6.33) is violated, i.e., there exists a set S � Q n (I� [ J�)of positive measure and a constant � > 0 such thatjD2uuH(�bh(x; t); pbh(x; t);bh)j � `�1 � � for a.a. (x; t) 2 S: (6.34)18



Let R � S be any subset of positive measure. Choose�v(t) = � 1 on R;0 on Q n (I� [ J�) nR:By (6.3), kSbh�vkL1 ! 0 as meas R ! 0. So, in view of (6.7) and (6.34), formeas R su�ciently small we get k(Kbh + D2uuH(�bh; pbh;bh))�vkV1 � `�1 � �=2,while k�vkV1 = 1. That violates (6.25) and completes the proof. 2Lemma 6.4 If (6.25) holds, then(v; (Kbh +D2uuH(�bh; pbh;bh))v)V 2 � `�1kvk2V 2 for all � 2 V 2;i.e., (�;D2��L(�bh; pbh;bh))�) � `�1k�k2Z2 for all � 2 ker C�bh :(6.35)3Proof By a well known property of the spectrum of self-adjoint operators in aHilbert space (see, e.g., Theorem 2, p.320 in [25]) we haveminf� 2 IR j � 2 �g == inff(v; (Kbh +D2uuH(�bh; pbh;bh))v)V 2 j v 2 V 2; kvkV 2 = 1g;where � is the spectrum of (Kbh +D2uuH(�bh ; pbh;bh)) : V 2 ! V 2. Hence, in viewof (6.18), condition (6.35) will be satis�ed if the operatorKbh + (D2uuH(�bh; pbh;bh) � �) � I : V 2 ! V 2is invertible for any � 2 [0; `�1): (6.36)Note that by (6.33), the real function(D2uuH(�bh ; pbh;bh)(x; t)� �)�1is nonnegative, bounded and measurable on Q n (I� [ J�) for any � 2 [0; `�1).De�ne the operatorsMpbh := [(D2uuH(�bh; pbh;bh) � �)�1 � Kbh + I] : V p ! V p p 2 [1;1]: (6.37)By (6.25) M1bh is invertible. It can be easily seen that (6.36) is satis�ed if M2bh isinvertible. Note that, in view of compactness of Sbh : L2(Q) ! L2(Q) � L2(�)and of the de�nition (6.7), the mapping(D2uuH(�bh; pbh;bh) � �)�1 � Kbh : V 2 ! V 2is compact. Therefore, M2bh is a Fredholm operator. By well known propertiesof Fredholm operators (see, e.g., Theorem VI.6 in [4]), the range of M2bh is closed19



in V 2. Choose any b 2 V 2 and let fbig � V1 be such that bi ! b in V 2. Byinvertibility of M1bh , for each bi there exists a unique solution vi 2 V 1 � V 2of the equation M1bh v = M2bhv = bi, i.e., bi 2 range M2bh. In view of closednessof the range, we have b 2 range M2bh. Since b 2 V 2 is arbitrary, it shows thatrange M2bh = V 2, for any � 2 [0; `�1). By the Fredholm theory, the inverse(M2bh)�1 : V 2 ! V 2 exists and is bounded. That shows that (6.36) holds andcompletes the proof of (6.35). 2We can formulate now the principal result of this paper, i.e., a characteriza-tion of the Lipschitz stability property for solutions to (Ph).Theorem 6.5 If (A1)-(A7) hold, then (AC) is a su�cient condition in orderthat(LC) there exist constants �1 > 0, �2 > 0 and ` > 0 such that for each h 2BH�1 (h0) there exist a unique in BZ1�2 (�0) solution �h = (yh; uh) of (Ph)and the associated adjoint state ph 2W1. Moreover,kyh0�yh00kC( �Q); kuh0�uh00kL1(Q); kph0�ph00kC( �Q) � ` kh0�h00kH ; (6.38)for all h0; h00 2 BH�1 (h0).If, in addition, (SD) holds, then (AC) is necessary for (LC) to be satis�ed. 3Proof Su�ciency follows immediately from Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 5.3. Toshow necessity, note that from (6.35) we have(v; (K0 + D2uuH(�0; p0; h0))v)V 2 � `�1kvk2V 2��[(v; (Kbh +D2uuH(�bh; pbh;bh))v)V 2 � (v; (K0 + D2uuH(�0; p0; h0))v)V 2 ]:(6.39)By (6.7) and (6.38), choosing su�ciently small � and � in (6.13), we obtainj(v; (Kbh + D2uuH(�bh; pbh;bh))v)V 2 � (v; (K0 +D2uuH(�0; p0; h0))v)V 2 j� `�12 kvk2V 2 : (6.40)In view of (6.6), conditions (6.39) and (6.40) show that (AC) holds. 2References[1] W. Alt, Stability of solutions to a class of nonlinear cone constrained opti-mization problems, Part 1: Basic Theory, Numer. Funct. anal. and Opti-miz. 10 (1989), 1053-1064.[2] W. Alt, R. Sontag, F. Tr�oltzsch: An SQP Method for Optimal Control ofa Weakly Singular Hammerstein Integral Equation. Appl. Math. Opt. 33(1996), 227{252. 20
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